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1 EIOPA’s approach to InsurTech
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EIOPA’s approach to InsurTech

Benefits Risks

„Strike a balance between  enhancing financial innovation and ensuring 

a well-functioning consumer protection framework and financial stability“

What do we want to 

achieve?

 Protection of policyholders

and beneficiaries and

financial stability

 Promotion of sound

financial innovation

o level playing field /

technological-neutrality

o understand shifting risks of

new technologies and

business models

o strengthen supervision and

cooperation between NCAs

 Multistakeholder approach:

InsurTech Roundtables, Group

on Digital Ethics

 Multidisciplinary approach: 

EIOPA InsurTech Task Force
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2
Big Data Analytics in motor and 

health insurance: a thematic review
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Increasing availability of data

Source: Institute of International Finance
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Types of data used by 
insurance firms (I)
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Types of data used by 
insurance firms (II)
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Data sources
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BDA tools: cloud computing

Service model Services offered to clients

IaaS –
Infrastructure as 
a Service

IT resources such as 

computing power, data 

storage devices or networks 

are offered as a service. 

PaaS – Platform 
as a Service

Next to the infrastructure the 
provider offers on the platform 
standardised interfaces, 
which are used by services of 
the customer.

SaaS – Software 
as a Service

Wide range of services / 
applications offered (e.g. 
machine learning, contact 
data management, financial 
accounting, collaboration 
applications).

• Cloud computing is perceived as a key enabler of agility 

and data analytics
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BDA tools: AI and ML
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AI / ML use cases in insurance
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Impact on the value chain
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Usage-based insurance 
policies
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Robo-advisors and Chatbots
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Claims management
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Third-party service providers 
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Motor insurance rating factors
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BDA opportunities and risks
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Machine learning: Artificial 
Neural Networks

• Issues around accuracy, transparency, auditability and explainability of 

(black-box) AI / ML algorithms
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Fair / ethical use of data
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3 Digital ethics in insurance
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Consultative Expert Group on 
Digital Ethics in insurance

• About the Group

o Created in October 2019

o 40 stakeholders from the insurance industry, consumers, and academics

• Objective: 

o Enhance trust in the use of new business model, data sources and technologies in 
insurance by defining a set of (non-binding) principles of digital responsibility in 
insurance

• Scope: 

o Specific to the insurance sector 

o Address new technologies, data sources and business models

o Focus on pricing and underwriting, but also other areas of the value chain

o Retail consumers prioritised

• Timeline

o Work is expected to be finalised in Q3/Q4 2020
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Existing public and private 
initiatives on AI principles

Source: Harvard Law School: https://clinic.cyber.harvard.edu/2019/06/07/introducing-the-principled-artificial-intelligence-project/

The European Commission’s HLEG AI Ethical 

Guidelines (June 2019) defined 7 requirements 

for ethical and trustworthy AI:

I. Human Agency and Oversight

II. Technical robustness and safety

III. Privacy and Data Governance 

IV. Transparency 

V. Diversity, non-discrimination and 

fairness

VI. Societal and environmental well-being

VII. Accountability

https://clinic.cyber.harvard.edu/2019/06/07/introducing-the-principled-artificial-intelligence-project/
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Principles of digital 
responsibility in insurance

o WS1: Fairness and non-discrimination

i. Diversity, non-discrimination and fairness

ii. Societal and environmental well-being

o WS2: Transparency and explainability

i. Transparency

ii. Accountability

o W3: Governance

i. Human agency and oversight

ii. Technical robustness and safety

iii. Privacy and data governance 

Assess how HLEG 
requirements can be 
applied in the 
insurance sector in a 
proportionate manner 
and in concrete use 
cases across the 
insurance value chain
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Adapted to concrete AI use 
cases
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Take into account 
opportunities and challenges

Type Category – task Explainability (work in 
progress)

Accuracy (work in progress)

Naïve Bayes Algorithm Supervised Learning - Classification High Low

Linear Regression Supervised Learning - Regression High Low

Logistic regression Supervised learning – Classification High Low

Support Vector Machine Supervised Learning - Classification Low High

Decision Trees Supervised Learning – Classification 
and Regression

High Low

Random Forest Supervised Learning – Classification 
and Regression

Low High

Gradient Boosting trees Supervised Learning – Classification 
and Regression

Low High

Artificial Neural Networks (NN) and
Deep Learning Networks (DL)

Supervised Learning -
Reinforcement Learning –

classification and regression

Low High 

K Means Clustering Unsupervised Learning - Clustering Low High
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Some issues being discussed 
in the GDE

• What does fairness in pricing mean in an 
insurance and AI context?

• What type of explanations need to be 
provided to the different stakeholders?

• Should insurance undertakings using AI develop 
and internal AI strategy / guidelines?

• What should be the role of actuaries? 
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